
Maths 
The children’s mental arithmetic has really  
progressed this year and we will return to the 
‘Ninja Belt Challenge’ to ensure they are fluent-see 
the different levels on the class display. 
We will be developing new concepts  such as  
fractions, understanding of shape, statistics, 
measures and the four rules of numbers. Please 
see below the relevant links to the end of Key 
Stage One assessment framework.  
 
 

History and geography 
We shall be finding out about famous scientists 
and inventors and how they influenced our life  
today.  
Art and design 
We will be exploring how to use  paint to create 
different effects and using a wide variety of 
techniques in using colour, patterns, texture, line, 
shape and form. 
We will be mixing different ratios of paint to  
create a colour wheel. In addition to this we are 
looking at the style of the illustrator of Quentin 
Blake and using watercolours and pencils to create 
our own Roald Dahl characters.  
Health and Wellbeing: 
Our Jigsaw theme is Going for Goals and we will be 
learning how to be resilient when faced with 
 problem solving.  
Religious Education 
This half term, we are finding out about  
Christianity and The Easter Story.  
Key Dates 
Roald Dahl Character Day-Wednesday 18th 
March   
On this day, you can come to school dressed as 
your favourite Roald Dahl character from a book 
you have read. Be prepared to talk about your 
character to your friends and tell us why you like 
them. Use your imagination-please do not go to a 
lot of expense. 
 

The key learning question for this half term is 
‘How did George make his medicine?’ based on the 
book ‘Georges Marvellous’ by Roald Dahl. It will 
be a science and technology led theme with lots 
of opportunities to experiment and investigate!  
English Reading 
The children will have the opportunity to explore 
and deepen their understanding of vocabulary and 
inference skills  with our whole class text 
‘George’s Marvellous Medicine.’  In addition to 
this, they will be encouraged to read other books 
by the same author to contrast and  
compare his style. In particular, we are  
comparing the different characters in Roald Dahl 
books and voting for our favourite. The year two 
Reading  Challenge’ is continuing through to the 
Summer Term-it will really help the children to 
read a range of books. In daily guided reading the 
children will continue to develop their  
comprehension skills through a variety of fiction 
within the appropriate books band.  
English Writing 
We will really be extending our use of interesting 
words when we read and write poetry based on 
‘Revolting Recipes’ and stories based on George’s 
Marvellous Medicine’. In addition to this, we will 
be learning how to write for different purposes 
and audiences when we write instructions, and 
explanations in other curriculum areas.  
Spelling and Grammar 
The focus this half term will be on adding  
suffixes and pre-fixes to words to change their 
meaning. We will be exploring plurals and using a 
wide variety of punctuation such as the  
apostrophe for possession.  
Scientific and technological understanding 
We shall also be developing our scientific skills 
when we carry out lots of investigations into what 
happens when we mix different materials and  
substances-so watch out! 
We shall be preparing our allotment box for  
summer planting. We are hoping to grow tomatoes 
and other ingredients that we can use to make a 
healthy pasta sauce later in the summer term.  
In Technology, we shall be building a crane like 
the one George used in the story to lift grandma.  

 • read scales* in divisions of ones, twos, fives 
and tens  
•add and subtract any 2 two-digit numbers us-
ing an efficient strategy, explaining their 
method verbally, in pictures or using apparatus 
(e.g. 48 + 35; 72 – 17) 
 • recall all number bonds to and within 10 and 
use these to reason with and calculate bonds to 
and within 20, recognising other associated 
additive relationships (e.g. If 7 + 3 = 10, then 
17 + 3 = 20; if 7 – 3 = 4, then 17 – 3 = 14; lead-
ing to if 14 + 3 = 17, then 3 + 14 = 17, 17 – 14 = 
3 and 17 – 3 = 14)  
• recall multiplication and division facts 

for 2, 5 and 10 and use them to solve 
simple problems,  

• • identify 1 /4, 1 /3, 1/ 2, 2 /4, 3/ 4, of a 
number or shape, and know that all parts 
must be equal parts of the whole 

 • use different coins to make the same amount 
•read the time on a clock to the nearest 15 
minutes  
• name and describe properties of 2-D and 

3-D shapes, including number of sides,  
vertices, edges, faces and lines of symmetry. 
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* Reminders * 

PE kits 

Each week your child will participate in two PE  
sessions. Children need to bring PE kits to school 
on Monday and leave it in school until Friday. We 
are going to start our ‘Daily Mile’ each afternoon, 
so appropriate footwear is needed. Ear rings 
should not be worn for school in Key Stage One.  
 
 

School times. 
The lower school doors open at 8:45 am and close at 
9am The children begin the day with  
morning activities that give them the  
opportunity to consolidate their learning in all areas 
of the curriculum.  
 
We openly invite parents to come and join their 
children in their activities. This is a time during 
which you can speak to the staff about your child’s 
progress or any concerns which you may have. 
 
Morning session: 9am-12pm 
Afternoon session 1.pm-3.15pm 

Homework 
Homework is given out to all children on a  Friday 
and will need to be handed in by the following 
Wednesday. Homework tasks will help consolidate 
what has been taught in class. This term it will 
mainly be focusing on reasoning and problem  
solving in maths-the children are devising a par-
ent guide to solving maths problems and will bring 
this home to show you.  
Please continue to read with your child and use 
our parent guide to reading questions to help de-
velop their understanding. there are new spellings 
in the spelling homework folder for this term.  


